Program slicing has been used for eflcient program debugging 
Introduction
Program slicing is very promising approach for program Bebugging, testing, understanding, merging, and so on [3, 4, 7, 9, 171 . Given a source program p , program slice is a collection of statements possibly affecting the value of slicing criterion (a pair <s, v>, s is a statement in p and v is a variable defined or referred at s). Also, we call program slice simply slice. Slice computation is based on dependence analysis between program statemem in a source program, and dependence analysis consists of two components, data dependence analysis and control dependence analysis. Many slice computation algorithms have been already proposed, and they are roughly divided into two categories, static slicing [ 173 and dynamic slicing[ 11. The former analyzes all dependence relations statically, in other words, without program execution. The latter analyzes those relations dynamically. Since dynamic slicing focuses on the specific execution path and can grasp the values of all referred and defined variables on each execution point, its analysis precision is better than that of static slicing.
In existing software development environments, not only procedural languages like C and Pascal but also ObjectOriented languages like JAVA [^] and C++[ 151 become to be used. Since Object-Oriented languages have new concepts such as class, inheritance, dynamic binding and polymorphisrn [5] , we cannot adopt existing slicing methods for procedural programs to Object-Oriented programs. Larsen et a1 and Zhao proposed static and dynamic slicing methods for Object-Oriented programs, respectively[l 1, 181; however, since Object-Oriented languages have many dynamically determined elements, static slicing cannot compute practical (or precise) analysis results. On the other hand, since dynamic slicing needs to record execution trace, it requires too much computation time and memory space.
In this paper, we will adopt an intermediate slicing method between static slicing and dynamic slicing named Dependence-Cache (DC) slicing[ 21 to Obj ec t-Oriented programs. DC slicing method uses dynamic data dependence analysis and static contxol dependence analysis, which computes more precise analysis results than static slicing and needs less analysis costs than dynamic slicing. We have implemented this method as a slicing system, whose target language is JAVA.
The structure of this paper is as follows:
In Section 2, we will briefly overview program slice and DC slice. In Section 3, we propose extended DC slice for Object-Oriented programs. In Section 4 and 5, we evaluate the proposed method using our implementation with some JAVA programs, and discuss experimental results, respectively. In Section 6, we conclude our discussion with a few remarks regarding plans for future work.
Dependence-Cache (DC) Slice
In this section, we will briefly explain the computation process of program slice, and introduce DC slice on which our proposed method is based. [Example] Figure 1 shows a sample C program and its PDG (Phase 1 -3), and Figure 2 shows the slice ("$'-marked statements) for <5, b> on Figure 1 (Phase 4).
When we statically analyze source programs that have array variables, too many DD relations might be extracted. This is because it is difficult for US to determine the values of array indices without program execution if they are not constant values but variables -array indices problem.
Also, in the case of analyzing source programs that have pointer variables. aliases (an expression refers to the memory location which is also referred to by another expression) resulting from pointer variables might generate implicit DD relations. In order to analyze such relations, pointer analysis should be needed. Many researchers have already proposed static pointer analysis methods[6, 14, 131; however, it is difficult for static analyses to generate practical analysis results -pointer alias problem.
DC slicing uses dynamic DD analysis, so that it can resolve above array indices problem and pointer alias problem. Since dynamic DD analysis is based on program execution, we can extract the values of all variables on each execution point. On the other hand, since DC slicing uses static CD analysis, we need not record execution trace and its analysis cost is much less then that of dynamic slicing (dynamic slicing uses dynamic DD and CD analyses).
[DC Slice Computation Process]
Computation process for DC slice is as follows. Step 1: We create cache C(v) for each variable w in a source program. C(v) represents the statement which most-recently defined U.
Step 2: We execute a source program and proceed the following methods on each execution point. Table 1 shows differences among static slice and dynamic slice and DC slice.
As an example, Figure 3 shows static, dynamic and DC slices for slicing criterion <23, d>; for dynamic and DC slices, we passed integer value "2" to scad() statement on program execution. "J" represents a sliced statement, and "S", "D" and "DC" represents static, dynamic and DC slices, respectively. In this case, dynamic slicing and DC slicing compute the same slices.
Object-Oriented

Dependence-Cache (OODC) Slice
In this section, we will propose Object-Oriented Dependence-Cache (OODC) Slice, which is an extended DC slice for Object-Oriented programs.
[Analysis Policy]
ters.
Object-Oriented languages have the following characChr.1: Object is a collection of attributes and methods that operate attributes.
Dynamic binding -based on the class type of an object, an appropriate override method is selected and invoked For Chr.1, at the same time that a variable is created, the corresponding cache is also created. Using this rule, we can analyze each object independently even if they are instantiated from the same class.
For Chr.2, static analysis cannot always identify invoked methods without program execution (it is difficult for static pointer or alias analysis to identify the unique class type of each object that is referred to by pointer or reference variables; in general, two or more candidates exist). OODC slice also dynamically analyses CD relations about method invocation for more precise analysis results.
[Algorithm] Figure 4 shows OODC slicing algorithm.
On
Step 1, we construct PDG with no edge. On Step 2, Chr.2: Dynamic binding feature exists.
we statically 0 extract CD relations except those about method invocation, and add CD edges to PDG.
On
Step 3, we dynamically 0 extract DD relations and add DD edges to PDG, and 0 extract CD relations about method invocation and add CD edge to PDG, respectively; algorithm for dynamic DD analysis is shown in Figure 5 . Step 4 -6, we start PDG traversal in reverse order from the slicing criterion node, so that OODC slice would be extracted.
[Example] Figure 6 shows a sample program and OODC slice ("$'-marked statements) for slicing criterion <16, c>. Since OODC slice needs program execution, we have executed this program as follows': % javac Main.java % java Main -1 Table 2 shows a cache history for Figure 6 . Cache C ( v ) represents a statement on which variable v is defined using assignment expressions, parameter passing, and so on. "-" means "not defined yet". For example, at statement 16, variable c is referred and C(c) is "1 4", so that we can extract DD (14, c, 16) .
On program execution, we need not to record all cache history. In order to extract dynamic DD relations, we have only to focus on the values of caches at the executed stateWe have passed "-1" to the first parameter. 
~LGORITHIM
Step 1: [ 
Create each PDG(,,z)'s node V ( s ) for statement s ir
Step 2: foreach s E p do PI ifs is a conditional (or loop) statement then [ 
Add "C ---+V(S)" to PDG(,,=) ]
Step 4:
Step 5: N := { n I n 2 sc 1 U { m I m ---+sc 1
Step 6: while N # qj do {n)UN':=N 
Implementation
We have implemented the proposed method as a slicing system for JAVA. which consists of two components, analysis libraries and Graphical User Intei$ace (GUI). They are also written in JAVA.
Figure 7(a) shows the design of our implementation. In Figure 7 (a), Objects that have gray background represent the components we have developed.
[Implementation of Analysis Libraries]
We have adopted preprocessor style for implementation of analysis libraries. Preprocessor sryle means that before program execution, we add some JAVA codes to target Interpreter style would also be a candidate for their implementation; however, we have to customize an existing JAVA Virtual Machine (JuvaVM) or develop a JAVA interpreter, and too much execution time would be required.
Since it is easy to develop a preprocessing environment [lO] and we can use existing Just-in-7ime (JIT) compilers to optimize preprocessed programs, preprocessor style would be a more promising approach.
[Implementation of Caches]
We'have used the following rules to implement caches: 
construct PDG, for p:
PDG, has CD edges only (all DD edges and CD We collect dynamic DD relations and add the corresponding DD edges to PDG,. Also, we collect CD relations about method invocation and add the corresponding CD edges to PDG,. Console & Stat u s Window shows p"s execution results and some debugging messages.
slice computation:
The user specifies a slicing criterion, and we start PDG traversal in reverse order from the node corresponding to the slicing criterion. Statements in the resulting slice are highlighted with colored background on Text Window ( s ) . In the case of Figure 7 (a), they are distributed on two source files.
Evaluation
Metria
Using our slicing system, we have evaluated the proposed method. Table 3 shows the features of sample programs we have used; PI loads some data from text files and generates HTML files, P2 is a paint application using a mouse.
Also, we have used the following metrics:
Slice Size: Comparison with static slice and dynamic slice [Table 41 Since we have implemented OODC slicing method only, we compute static slice and dynamic slice by hand.
Execution Time:
Comparison between before and after preprocessing (adding analysis codes) [ Table 51 Since P2 is a dialogue application, we could not record its execution time.
Memory Use:
Comparison between before and after preprocessing [Table 61 5.
Discussions
The size of OODC slice is 20-70% as large as that of static slice, so that we can say that OODC slice is more precise than static slice [ Table 41 . Since target programs are small, their precision difference are also small; however, we guess that precision difference would become wider Zhao proposed a dynamic slicing method for ObjectOriented programs[ 181. Dynamic slicing methods would generate more practical resulls than static slicing methods; however, since it requires too much computation time and memory space to record execution trace, we cannot analyze large programs dynamically. Also, [18] 's method is proposed only and have not been implemented yet.
Asida et al proposed DC slice that was originally named Dynamic Data Dependence (D3) slice, and they implemented a slice system for Pascal [2] . Our slicing method is based on their work; however, [2] focuses on ordinary procedural languages only, and their implementation is not for practical use, but a prototype only. Our proposed method takes Object-Oriented languages into account, and we have implemented a slicing system for JAVA that is used by many software developers.
Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a slicing method for Object-Oriented programs, which is an intermediate method between static slicing and dynamic slicing. Since proposed method dynamically analyzes all DD relations and CD relations about method invocations, its analysis precision is better than that of static slicing. On the other hand, since it statically analyzes CD relations except method invocations, its analysis costs is less than that of dynamic slicing. Also, we have implemented our method as a slicing system for JAVA, and we have evaluated its effectiveness.
Since JAVA has other dynamically determined elements such as multi-thread and exception, we are planning to analyze CD relations about them dynamically. Also, we are going to evaluate our method for large programs.
